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INTENSE PROTON BEAM PUMPED Ar - N2 LASER

I. INTRODUCT ION

Relativistic electron beams have been successfully applied to the

excitation of high pressure gas lasers including XeF1, HgCl2,He~-N2—

(B — X)3 and Ar-N
2 
at 357.7 nm.4 8  All of these lasers rely on the

production of rare gas ions to ultimately produce the population in

the upper laser level. However, since the ionization cross-section of

the rare gases by proton impact is larger than for electrons of the

• same energy ,° it has been recently sugges ted’° that proton beams may
surpass electrons in efficiently pumping lasers of current interest.

During the past four years , a variety of sources has been develop-

ed for the production of intense proton beams. Parameters typ ical of

these beams’1 17 are proton energies of 0.1 - 1.5 MeV , currents of 1 -

+ 300 kA, and current densities of 0.01 - 70 kA/cm.2 Devices for gener-

ating these beams include reflex triodes ,11’13 pinched electron diodes~
4

magne tically insulated diodes ,15’16 and most recently, the reflex tec-

rode.17’18 The reflex tetrode is of particular interest since ion beam

generation efficiencies ~ 5O~ can be achieved with high current density

(~ lkA/cm
2) utilizing a moderate impedance (e.g. 7 Ohms) pulse generator.

The efficient generation of proton beams by reflex tetrodes makes

attractive the use of protons for the excitation of gas lasers.
• Note: Manuscript submitted March 22, 1978.
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Several proposals , incorporating the attractive features of ion beams ,

including a swept-gain ion pumped laser19 and a charge exchange oscil-

lator for XLJV wave lengths,2° have appeared in the literature .

The first demonstration of gas laser action by excitation with a

charge and current neutralized proton beam is reported in this paper .

Stimulated emission at 357 .7 and 380.5 rtm, corresponding to the
I, I ~F

V = o -. v = 1 and v o -, v = 2 transitions of the

N2 (C -, B) band, respectively, has been observed in Ar/N2 gas mixtures.

Measurements of the laser and proton beam deposition energies indicate

that ion excitation is indeed a more efficient pump than its e-beam

counterpart . Evidence of lasing action in the Ar/N2 gas mixture

consists of temporal , spatial and frequency narrowing of the

N2 (C ~ B) Spontaneous emission. The dependence of laser output on

gas pressure and the delay of lasing with respect to the pump

pulse are similar to those obtained previously using electron beam

excitation.

II. EXPERIMENT

A partial schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is shown

in Fig. 1. The proton beam,which is generated by a reflex tetrode17’
18

powered by the Seven Ohm Line (SOL) Generator at the Naval Research

Laboratory, is injected into a high pressure gas cell through a

• 3-i.~tn thick mylar window . The laser axis is defined by an optical cavity

oriented perpendicular to the proton beam .

The reflex tetrode consists of a grounded carbon cathode K of

d 
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5.0 cm diam . and two anodes to which a positive voltage pulse of

~i.50 kV and 50 ns duration (FWHM) is applied . The first anode A 1

consists of a 603-u.m thick aluminized mylar foil spaced 2.2 cm from

the cathode. The second anode A2 is a l2.5-~.J.m-thick polyethylene

film spaced 6 mm from Ai. An axial magnetic field of . 5.6 kG is

app lied along the axis of the tetrode ,and the pressure in the vacuum

chamber is maintained at less than 0.9 tnilliTorr.

When the pulse is applied to the anodes , electrons are emitted

from the cathode , accelerate to and penetrate the anodes and form a

virtual cathode downstream . As the electrons reflex between virtual

and real cathodes , plasma is formed on A2, and protons are accelerated

toward the virtual cathode. As the protons exit the virtual cathode

and form a drifting beam, electrons are dragged along. Thus the

• proton beam is: 1) space charge and current neutralized and 2)

unidirectional , i.e., traveling away from the diode.

The proton beam propagates 2L~ cm to the mylar window of the gas

celL After passing through the window, the incident 450 key protons

emerge with approximately 200 keV energy .21 With 1 atmosphere of gas

in the cell , the proton range is 5 m m .  The laser cell was machined from

polyv iny l chloride (PVC) and includes demountable Brewster angle Suprasil

( VIJ V quality) quartz windows. All 0-rings are made of Viton or silicone

rubber. The vacuum system used to evacuate the laser cell is constructed

of stainless-steel and all gas line s are ~ef1on tubing to maintain gas

purity . After pumping the laser cell to < lO~~ Torr, it is filled with a

Ar/5~~~2gas mixture , with total pressures ‘TQT~~ 
ranging from I to 1.5 atmn .

The 3-urn thick proton beam window is sandwiched between two

3
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rectangular aluminum rings with silicone rubber sealant.  Since a new

foil is required for each shot , this my lar-aluminum assemb ly fac i l i ta tes

rapid foil  replacement.  The foil  assembly is vacuum sealed to a silicone

0—ring with pressure supp lied by another 0-ring behind the assembly. The

foil rests against a support plate (not shown in Fig. 1) machined from

aluminum with a honeycomb array of !~ mm diameter holes permitting.._50%

transmission of the p-beam .

The optical cavity consists of two highly reflecting dielectric

mirrors (R — 99.8%, T -~~ 0.1% at 357 mm) of 5 m radius of curvature sepa-

rated by 70 cm. Laser and spontaneous emission spectra are obtained

by an s-5 surface photodiode and neutral density filters placed I m

from the laser cavity . To insure the accuracy of laser energy measure-

inents, the photodiode was calibrated against a carbon calorimeter and an

XeF discharge laser emitting 1.5 mJ at 351 and 353 nm. At the other end

of the laser resonator, a 1 m Czerny-Turner spectrograph (in first
C

order , 8.3 A/nzn) views the Ar-N2 laser and spontaneous emission spectra

0 0
with resolution of O.2A and l.6A, respectively . The spectra are

recorded on Polaroid Type 55 film and the negatives are scanned using

a Joyce-Loebi microdensitotneter.

The number of protons  impinging on the my lar wind ow of the cell  is

determined by nuclear activation techniques.22 A thick boron nitride

targe t is positioned behind the support p late in the laser cell. When

protons with energies above 277 keV strike the target , a small fraction +

of the protons induce the resonant nuclear reaction ~
‘
~N(p ,’m’)

’5O in the

target. The number of 1SQ nuclei is measured by coinc idence counting

the ‘
~ 
rays that are produced from the annihilation of positrons emitted

• ~~~~ - ~~~— . -- - ~— - ~— — --
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in the decay of 15~ Typical ly, 1.5 x 1012 protons/cm2 per pulse are

incident on the mylar window, giving a total beam energy into the gas

cell of 0.5 J (support plate “ope&’ area 11 cm 2) .

III. RESULTS

Densitometer tracings of the spontaneous and laser emission spectra

are given in Fig. 2 where 2(a) shows the fluorescence spectrum obtained

with one cavity mirror in place. Since the transition probabilities

for the N
2 
(C — B) (0,0), (0,1) and (0,2) lines are in the ratio

12:8.6:0 .3,23 amplified spontaneous emission is clearly being observed .

With the addition of the second mirror , the intensity at 357.7 and

380.5 nm rises by over two orders of magnitude and considerable spec-

tral narrowing takes place as shown in Fig. 2(b).

An estimate of the d ivergence of the laser beam is made using

open-shutter photography. Exposed Polaroid film which fluoresces blue

light when irradiated by ultraviolet radiation is placed 1 m from one

mirror.  The spot size is found to be 1.3 cm in diameter  giving a beam

divergence of ~ 13 milliradians.

Figure 3 illustrates the temporal behavior of the fluorescence and

laser emission. With a 1 atm., Ar/5% N2 
gas mixture in the laser cell ,

maximum fluorescence (no mirrors) occurs — 70 ns after initiation of the

• reflex tetrode voltage pulse (cf. Fig. 3b). Adding the optical cavity

produces the laser pulse of Fig. . 3c which is delayed by — LiO ns from

peak spontaneous emission. For 1.5 atm mixture pressure ,an 440ns FWHM

laser waveform is observed which is characteristic of a gain-switched

pulse (Fig. 3d). The leading edge of the spike occurs early in the

5 
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fluorescence. The laser pulse energy more than doubles when

is increased from 1.0 to 1.5 atm. This behavior is typical of that

previously reported for electron-beam pumped Ar-N2 lasers.4

As shown in Fig. 3a, the potential pulse applied to the anode of

the reflex tetrode reverses polarity after 60 mis and a beam of energetic

electrons is generated . Electrons , with energy — 135 key , a peak current

density ~ 50 A/cm
2 and risetime for the current of — 1~O ns, reach the

gas cell. Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish between excitation

of the laser by the proton beam and by the later pulse of energetic

electrons.

Comparison was made between laser emission observed when both the

neutralized proton beam and the later electron pulse irradiated the gas

mixture (Fig. 3c) and when only the energetic electrons were allowed to

enter the gas cell (Fig. 3e). Without blocking of the p-beam , laser

emission (Fig. 3c) begins — 85 ns after the start of the voltage pulse.

After subtracting the delay for production of protons at the tetrode

(—. 15 ns) and the ion beam time of flight (e-_ 22 as), the time lapse

+ 
between the arrival of the protons and laser emission is found to be

— ~8 as ~~TOTAL 
= 1 atm). The proton beam was blocked by placing a

12.5 p,m thick aluminized mylar film which is equivalent to twice the range

of a L4.50 keV proton , on the tetrode side of the gas laser cell’s mylar

window. Figure 3e shows the laser pulse obtained when the protons

were stopped prior to entering the cell. Stimulated emission appears

— 100 ns after the energetic electron pulse begins and approximately

60 mis after peak electron flux. Therefore, the laser waveforms of

Figs. 3c and d are due to proton beam pumping . Further evidence that

6 
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the laser described here is p umped by the protons lies in the

observations that the C -, B fluorescence starts 10 mis prior to the

termination of the positive p ortion of the anode voltage . Also, for

1.5 atm. in the gas cell , the laser pulse of Fig. 3d begins — 15 as +

after the arrival of the protons amid ~ 10 ns after polarity reversal of

the voltage, at which time the electron flux is small.

Following excitation by the proton beam, re-excitation by the later

electron pulse is not observed . This is perhaps a consequence of the

— 10 p.sec lifetime of the lower level of the laser transition which

inhibits further inversion.

Maximum laser energy is obtained at 
~TOT~~ 

= 1.5 atm., the highest

studied in these experiments due to the thin mylar window. (Smaller

diameter holes in the foil support plate or higher applied voltages

and thicker windows will permit investigation of higher mixture pressures.)

At this pressure with a cavity output coupling of 0.1%, ~ 0.02 mJ of

laser energy is extracted .

Higher output coupling obtained by using a mirror with 10 - 20%

transmission (as conanonly used in e-beamn pumping experiments5) may

yield laser energies of 2-5 utJ per pulse. Since 0.5 J of proton

energy enters the gas cell, careful design of the optical resonator

might yield efficiencies approaching 1%, 2~ times higher than those

+ 
previously reported for the transverse , e-beam pumped Ar-N2 laser.5’

5

Also , the ~4 J of protons impinging on the gas are delivered over a
9 cm x 2.3 cm cross-sectional area whereas the optical cavity used in

the present experiments defines the diameter of the lasing volume as

— -~~ iran. Therefore, the majority of the excited cell volume is not used .
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IV. SUMMARY

In summ ary, the demonstration of the first proton beam-pumped laser

has been achieved . Further work on Ar-N2, using higher output coupling

mirrors to increase the extracted energy , is in progress. The large

rates of ionization of argon (as well as the other rare gases) by high

energy protons (200-500 keV) and the resulting energy depositions

available (i.e. dE/dx) suggests that the design of powerful and efficient

(Ti — 1 - lO~) molecular lasers such as the rare gas-halides is feasible .

Finally, since the modification of existing e-beam machines to proton

beam accelerators (with a reflex tetrode) is straightforward , proton

beam pumping of gas lasers appears to be an attractive alternative to

e-beamn excitation.
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• SPHERICAL BREWSTER MYLAR QUARTZ
MIRROR WINDOW WINDOW LENS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ €J~S CELL / Y/ )
PHOTODIODE E ’ ~ZJ PROTON L~~Zi

BEAM SPECTROGRAPH

MAGNETS

SOL ~~~~
— 5.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~—A 2

GENERATOR 
A,

Fig. 1 — Schematic diagram of the proton beam device, laser cell and
optics. The carbon cathode is represented by K , the aluminized mylar
anode by A1, and the polyethylene foil by A2.
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340 360 380

Wavelength (nm)
Fig. 2 — Densitometer tracings of the spontaneous (top) and laser emission
spectra for spectrograph resolution of 1.6A and 0.2 A , respectively. The 

F337.1, 357.7 and 380.5 nm bands correspond to the (0,0), (0,1) and (0,2)
lines of the N2 (C -~~ B) transition.
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a N
-J

b f ~~
c~~~~J\~
d~~~~~~~

l i t  l k 1 ++i L

5O ns
Fig. 3 — Waveforms pertinent to the proton beam excited Ar-N2 laser:
a. Anode voltage (not inductively corrected)-peak voltage 520 kV;

F b. Fluorescence from a 1 atm total pressure mixture of 95% Ar/5% N2
composition; c. Laser pulse. ~ TOTAL 1.0 atm; d. Laser pulse,

~ToTAL = 1.5 atm; e. Stimulated emission obtained with the proton
beam blocked by 12.5 pm thickness aluminized mylar foil. [Horizon.
tal scale: 5Ons/div; vertical units arbitrary.)
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